
WESTPORT CHARTER BOAT FISHING 2010                       by Roger Urbaniak 

Forty plus year ago my first attempt to catch a salmon was from a charter boat at Westport Washington.  
Most people on the boat caught fish that day, I did not.  A year later I tried again.  It was a windy day. 
Not only did I return fishless again but I became seasick in the process.  Last summer, with lots of dried 
out fish scales now stuck to my salty rain gear from other outings, I was ready to try again.  A big run of 
kings was forecast for the Columbia.   Reports from the charter boats were making me pace the floor. 

Emery and I selected Westport for our mid August fishery and after research and recommendations we 
chose our boat and captain.  The trip proved inexpensive compared to most of our fishing outings.  
Charter boat cost was $115, motel and gas $45 each.  The day before our charter, the motel where we 
had booked a room called to say they had heard several charters were cancelling because of wind and 
did we wish to reconsider.  We did, and rescheduled our charter boat outing for the following week.  We 
also made a personal commitment to book with Westport’s Surf & Sand Motel during future visits.    

We visited the docks that evening to watch the boats come in with their catch.  We were encouraged by 
noting over one king salmon per person.  Tuna boats were averaging over four fish per person.  We were 
getting pretty excited and anxious to catch our share of the big ones.  We turned in early since we 
needed to be on board at the disturbing time of 5:30 AM.   Emery and I registered the night before plus 
packed enough food then for both breakfast and lunch.  We enjoy sleeping in as long as possible.  

 Fishing techniques by Westport Charters involve mooching plug cut herring with six ounces of weight.  
Our captain frequented fishing holes that had produced the day before and stayed on the radio to check 
if other boats in the fleet had located good fishing elsewhere.  If we did not encounter action after an 
hour at one location, we moved to another.  Salmon near Westport in August are working their way 
towards the mouth of the Columbia.  The trick is to intercept them while they are feeding. Salmon are 
trying to store as much energy as possible before commencing their final fresh water journey on their 
way to spawn.  Emery took seasick pills and I decided to chance it.  As it turned out, the seas were mild 
and precautions for avoiding seasickness were not necessary.  Whew! 

The bite was slow for most on board.  One patron had brought along some fluorescent scent, which he 
generously smeared on his herring.  He had far more strikes than anyone else.  Most of his fish were 
wild Coho however, which required release.  Emery quickly landed a feisty ten pound king.  His was one 
of only three fish kept on our boat that day.  I got a few bites and finally a serious takedown followed by 
a long run.  This was obviously a very big fish as I could not control it.  Perhaps I had finally hooked the 
monster that I came here for!  After thirty minutes of gaining and losing line while shamelessly yelling 
and carrying on, I finally got my fish close to the boat.  My commotion had caused a crowd to gather 
around me by then.  They groaned and left when my fish turned out to be just a seventy pound shark.  I 
soon hooked into another big fish and it also took a lengthy furious run.  This battle ended quietly with a 
broken leader and without groans from the crowd.  I chose not to incite them with my yelling this time.  

Twice Coho followed my bait to the surface as I worked my herring up and down, but neither chose to 
strike.  We end the day with only Emery’s salmon to take home, but the trip was inexpensive and had a 
good feel to it.  The sea was calm, there was excitement, and salmon were caught, albeit not by me. 



Next year I hope to see the end of my charter boat jinx.   After forty plus years and hours of practice, 
following my humble beginning, I like my chances.  I will bring a little fluorescent scent with me and 
confidently tell the captain to leave plenty of room in the fish box.   A derby ticket will be purchased 
with the idea of it being a good investment.  Hopefully there will be a big betting pool that day.  

The winter rainy period is when fishermen take time to get their gear ready for the upcoming fishing 
season and to plan and dream of fishing and catching big ones.  It has been raining a lot this winter.  
Each day that it rains, the fish I intend to catch gets bigger and bigger.  Perhaps 2011 really will by my 
year to both break the ice and excel at charter boat fishing?  I sure hope the sun comes out soon 
though.  If my dream fish gets much larger, my tackle might not hold up.   


